Training Product: Emotional Blocks
Description
Players:
2—6 players
6+ years of age

Contents:
68 playing cards
4 instructional cards
A7 Cards
54 wooden blocks

Cost:
£30

Background:

Benefit:

Recent studies into the state of the mental health of young
adults by the NHS, Dept for Education and other government
agencies have identified concerns over the level of emotional
support for 12—18 year olds. It was identified that the stress of
growing up, social pressures, moving or leaving school, increased social media presence and entering the working environment all created pressure on the individual.

The tool focuses on creating an understanding of the impact of
events onto the individual, through the visualisation of the impact on their self resilience. The event cards explore the various
situations that an individual may encounter during their lives,
and the impact on their self– resilience.

Independent investigations into Social Service placements of
disadvantaged children also demonstrated a post code lottery on
the level of emotional well-being support given by the local
councils, with schools having training and resource budgets
squeezed.

Squared Apples’ Solution:
Squared Apples has developed the tool Emotional Blocks to
develop emotional awareness and resilience within young
adults. The tool provides a resource for education and care establishments to build sessions around the promotion of emotional awareness learning and self resilience.
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The tool has been designed to enable it to be used in a number
of ways, depending on the age of the audience. It offers the following methods of play:


Building block tower



Group play using the tool to discuss events and impact



Competitive tower building

By creating an environment which is promoting discussions
around the emotions and their impact, it enables individuals to
explore their own feeling and experiences either through self
reflection or peer discussion. The tool also enables the session
leader to explore social acceptability and pressures to conform
through the controlling, rather than managing, of certain emotions to enable individuals to fit into certain social groups.
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Method of Application
Integration into Lesson:

Method of Play:

To start the lesson, the session leader introduces the concept of
emotions, events that can happen to individuals, and the impact
onto their self resilience and mental health. Also raise the pressure on young people to control, rather than manage, their emotional state and not to show their true feelings.

To start the game, place nine red bricks on the table, in three
rows of three, one row on top of the other. The session lead is
to also identify all the positive events cards only and place
them into one pile. Shuffle the positive cards and ask each
player to select a card, until all have three cards each. Then
shuffle the remaining positive cards with the negative event
cards and the decision making cards and place them face
down on the table.

Discuss how these pressures can impact on their mental health
and their self resilience. Discuss how failing to understand and
manage our emotions, and the impacts that events can have on
them, can cause a reaction which may have long term effects to
how they view their surroundings.
Initiate a discussion within the class about positive / negative
events that can occur in everyday life. Introduce the five categories of Friends, Family, Self, Work and World and ask the individuals within their groups, or individually, to identify a positive and
negative event for each category. Discuss what impact these
events can cause on individuals.
Hand out the game packs and in the groups play for 20 mins. As
they play the session leader is to move around the room, observing the interaction and how they discuss the events and the various impacts they are having on the tower. Highlight that when a
tower collapses it is like when things get too much for an individual.

On completion of the game element, bring the group together and
discuss the various events and impact. Ask how did the students
manage the impacts to keep the tower stable.
Discuss the decision making cards and what decisions people
made, and why. Explore the impact their decisions had for the
group tower. Ask how many towers collapsed, and why. Explore
the events that led to the collapsed towers; was it caused by a
event picked very early?

The are five card families, with each family card aligned to a
certain brick colour. The families are Self, Family, Friends,
Work and World.
Some of the cards also offer a decision to be made, with the
relevant decision having an impact to the tower. These impacts
may be positive or negative.
The players take turns in turning over their cards they have
picked and place the relevant coloured brick onto the original
nine red bricks; this builds the initial tower base. Once complete, each player takes a turn to pick a card and follow its instructions. Once the player has used their cards, they get
placed into a discarded pile. When all cards have been used
and the tower is still standing, shuffle the discard cards, place
face down on the table, and continue the card selection stage.
The game continues, with the aim to build the tower as high as
possible, while remaining stable. The game ends when the
tower collapses.
For younger children, the tool can be used as a means of developing and / eye co-ordination and fine motor skills. Complexity can be added by saying certain colours cannot rest on
top of other colours.
More options on how to apply are available at the Emotional
Blocks support forum, which can be found on the website.

Skills / Learning Undertaken:
Collaborative learning
Self analysis
Communication skills
Engaging with others
Objective / critical thinking

About Us
Squared Apples is a thought leader for organisational resilience. We deliver leadership, management, business continuity
and disruptive event management advice and training.
Our experienced personnel have worked closely with organisations of all sizes, across the private and public sectors, to build
a resilience culture within UK industry.
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